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Use this study guide to help you prepare for the test. 

High Frequency Words Selection Vocabulary 

Amazing Words 

Question of the Week: When does support from others help with a creative idea? 

Comprehension  

Genre 

Grammar 

Spelling Words 

Words to Read 

Phonics 

Animal Fantasy– An animal fantasy is a story in  

which the animal characters in the story act like  

people. This story was written to entertain 

Strategy- Questioning 

Good readers ask themselves 

questions about the story as 

they read. 

2013 Version 

read      feet 
easy      deep            
seat       party            guess        

wheel    leave             shoe 

windy    sleep 
teeth     team  

1.  construct – to build or put something together 
2.  sidekick-  a good friend and partner 
3.  unique – the only one like it 
4.  contraption-  something that is put together in a very 
          odd way 
5.  foolproof– something that is so simple and safe that 
                 anybody can use it 
6.  daydream-  to be awake but thinking of pleasant things 
7.  project-  something you plan and then do 
8. scrap-   a tiny piece of something 

1. shoe– a covering for the foot 
2. science-  an area of knowledge 
3. village-  a place somewhat smaller than a town 
4. guess- to form an opinion from little evidence 
5. won – to achieve victory in a contest 

6. pretty– attractive to the eye 
7. watch-  to be on the lookout 

1. robot– a machine with moving parts that is 
  controlled by a computer  
2. wad-  a round lump 
3. trash – something of little use 
4. electricity- energy that makes light, heat, 
   motion, or force  

Skill:  Author’s Purpose 

An author can write to 

persuade the reader to think a 

certain way, to inform  or 

explain something, or to 

entertain the reader. 

Long e:  e, ee, ea, y 

When see e-consonant-e, the first e says  

its name and the second e is silent. 

Sometimes ea stands for long e. 

 

Example:  Steve, easel,, relax 

Verbs-   A verb is a word that shows action. 

Ahmed makes a present for his dad. Makes is a verb. It tells what Ahmed did.  
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Complete any three activities to form a tic-tac-toe. Mark these with an X or an O. Attach your work and return 

it on ____________________________________. 

Beautiful Bubbles 

Write your words 

with 

letters. 

 

Fantastic Fonts Righteous Rhymes Radical Rainbows 

Awesome Alphabet Speechy Speech 

Hip Highlights Same Synonym  

Pretty Patterns 

Type your words 

on the computer 

using a different font 

for each one. Print it 

out and attach. 

 

cat    cat 

write your 

words 2 times each.

Write your 

words with red 

vowels and blue 

consonants. 

Sort your words by 

parts of speech. 

(nouns, verbs,  

adjectives, 

pronouns etc.) 

Write each word 

then go back and 

highlight each vowel 

with a highlighter 

or yellow crayon. 

Write each spelling 

word. Then find  

synonyms for as many 

as you can.  

Ex. small    little 

large  big 

Write your 

words using an 

pattern.

Spelling Words Spelling Words List 2 

Write your words 

with a rhyming 

word next to  

them. 

behaves     beast        sleepy 
define     beneath    queasy 
streak         treat         fever 
stealing      trophy       beagle 

read      feel 
easy      deep          
seat       party          
wheel    leave             
windy    sleep 
teeth     team  


